Critical prevalence of antibodies minimizing vaccination costs for hepatitis A, hepatitis B, varicella, measles and tetanus in adults and adolescents in Catalonia, Spain.
The prevalence of seropositive individuals that makes costs of vaccinating all individuals equal to that for screening and vaccination of susceptible individuals is defined as the critical prevalence of antibodies (p*). Screening and vaccination is more efficient when the prevalence of seropositive individuals (p) in the population is higher than p*. In this study, the formula to obtain p* was derived from the cost-effectiveness equations, showing that it depends on screening and vaccination costs, programme compliance, screening test performance, vaccine efficacy and disease costs. The formula was used to determine the least costly vaccination strategy for hepatitis A and B, varicella, measles and tetanus in adults and adolescents in Catalonia. The least costly vaccination strategy was vaccination without screening (since p was lower than p*) for hepatitis B, measles and tetanus in adults and adolescents (5-14 years) and for hepatitis A in individuals aged 5-24 years, and screening and vaccination (since p was higher than p*) for varicella in adults and adolescents and for hepatitis A in adults aged >24 years. Vaccination strategies based on the critical prevalence of antibodies could maximize the immunity level in the community from available resources.